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R-M’s color competence:  

Donkervoort presents the D8 GTO-40 anniversary model  

Donkervoort, the Dutch specialist for stylish roadsters, is launching a new model to celebrate its 

40th birthday: the D8 GTO-40 – painted with ONYX HD and special crystals from R-M. The white 

shade was developed by R-M exclusively for Donkervoort. The anniversary color is a product of the 

cooperation between R-M and Donkervoort established in 2017. With decades of color expertise, 

R-M has also designed a series of 18 standard colors for Donkervoort's super-light carbon sports 

cars.  

These are sporty, dynamic colors for exclusive vehicles aiming for great performance on the road. 

The unique shades range from deep violet to intense orange, and emerald green to seductive red. 

The paint process specially developed by R-M lends the super-light vehicles their perfect, individual 

finish.  

Anniversary white with precious glass flakes – R-M’s special crystals 

R-M and Donkervoort are presenting a special model for the anniversary, the new D8 GTO-40, in a 

cool white finish. The strong contrast between the selected white tone and the visible dark carbon 

surfaces accentuates them particularly effectively. The shade created for the anniversary model pays 

homage to the second model built by Donkervoort in 1978, the manufacturer’s oldest preserved 

vehicle. 

On the new D8 GTO-40, R-M’s exclusive anniversary color now displays its mysterious effect: Glass 

flakes give the shade a unique diamond-like shimmer when exposed to sunlight.  

Without changing the color, the paint glitters, which lends the white its special depth. 

 

 

 



 
 

R-M and Donkvevoort, a dynamic duo  

Reducing weight is another basic pillar enabling dynamic driving. That's why Donkervoort will now use 

R-M's innovative paints for its new vehicles exclusively and also recommends them for refinishing. 

This means that the two partners will have to work together to develop new standards for the 

refinishing processes at its own and at attached bodyshops. 

R-M has also designed a series of 18 standard colors for Donkervoort on display both at the 

Donkervoort headquarters showroom in Lelystad, Netherlands, and at the Classic Remise in 

Düsseldorf, Germany. 

 

R-M Automotive Refinish Paints: an important part of BASF`s Coatings Division 

Under the R-M brand, BASF markets a comprehensive range of automotive refinishing paint systems, 

focusing on eco-efficient waterborne basecoats and high-solids paints. By using these systems all legal 

solvent-reduction requirements can be complied with anywhere in the world, and with regard to 

appearance and resistance, the products meet the same quality standards as solvent-borne paints. In 

this area, the company offers a wide variety of services to support its customers. R-M Automotive 

Refinish Paints is approved by most of the leading car manufacturers for aftermarket repair and chosen 

by the world's most prestigious car companies for its color expertise. 

R-M Automotive Paints - Clermont de l’Oise (France)  

Contact: Gesine Arend-Heidbrinck Phone + 33 (0)3 44 77 73 70 

E-Mail: gesine.arend-heidbrinck@basf.com 

www.rmpaint.com 

www.facebook.com/rmpaint  

www.youtube.com/rmpaint 

www.instagram.com/rmthecode 
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